Swap-free service provision conditions (islamic trading accounts)
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1. The present document defines usage conditions of swap - free trading accounts (Islamic acc ounts) and is an essential integral part of the
Client agreement. Provisions of the present Document should be considered valid from the moment when the Client’s trading account is
moved to the group of swap - free accounts.
2. The service is provided only to Clients considering Islam their religion.
3. Trading accounts of Clients from Muslim countries are included into swap - free group, in case the Client expresses his/her will to use this
service during the personal cabinet registration or later, when contacting the Client support department with a request to enable the service.
4. The list of Muslim countries is defined by the Company on its sole discretion.
5. Muslim clients living in countries that are not officially Islamic, willing to use the service, should pass the additional certification procedure.
The procedure is as follows: the Client provides a handwritten request for swap - free enabling to the Client support department, and attaches
a personal identification document to the request. The request should be sent as a scan/photo to support@mfxbroker.com
6. All swap - free accounts are completely free from swap - points charges. Extra commission for swap - free service is charged from non Muslim clients, who expressed the will to take advantage of the service. More information on commission for the swap - free service is
available in the Trading conditions section of the Company’s website.
7. In case the Client didn’t express his/her will to include his/her trading account/accounts to the swap - free group during the personal
cabinet registration, trading accounts are moved to the swap - free group by the Client support department at the Client's will and consent on
the basis of handwritten request to enable the service in question. The request including number and type of trading account/accounts,
phone password, full client’s name and request to enable swap - free should be sent to support@mfxbroker.com
8. The company reserves a right to refuse to provide the service on its sole discretion without explanation.
9. At any time the Client has a right to request to exclude his/her trading account from swap - free group. In case the Client requests to
transfer his/her tradi ng account to swap - free group again, the Company has a right to ask for adequate explanation of this action’s necessity
for the Client.
10. The Client doesn’t have a right to ask for compensation of swap - points amount, not obtained due to a trading account being included
into swap - free group.
11. The Company reserves a right to return a Client’s trading account from swap - free group to normal group, in case a purposeful work
intended for earning income from swaps is detected. In such a case the whole amount of swap - points, calculated during a period, when swap
- free was enabled, is charged to a trading account.
12. Swap - free service is stopped to be provided at the moment, when the Company receives the Client's request to disable swap - free.
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